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Women's Responsibilities Continued: The Heart Never Forgets. It only says goodbye to loved ones. (L.S. Vygotsky) Birthday is the most anticipated day in life. And if in childhood there were a lot of joys on this occasion, then over time the attitude towards this day changes. At first it was a holiday for parents, then for children, and now for us it is already a holiday for
those who are not completely happy with it, and for those who have been waiting for it for a long time. On this day, we are all waiting for gifts, on this day we rejoice when we are praised. And adults are subject to both giving joy to the birthday man, and what they dream of at this age. Men do not tend to bother about gifts on this holiday, although dacha, vodka and balls
on this occasion are present on the menu of everyone. Women, on the contrary, during this period are able to choose only the gift that is most interesting to them. Have you ever seen a sincere smile on a man's face?Have you noticed how after twenty minutes of talking a man is ready to kiss you? And yet, a man really dreams of one thing, namely, that a woman wants and
waits for him. Very often we hear "he does not love, does not understand, and in general he has nothing, unlike me." What exactly is missing when they wait, and what qualities are important to them in a man who truly loves? "All men are goats!" - who does not think so, he probably knows that men are really not perfect. Unfortunately, not everyone can boast of an ideal
character. Why do we lose love and trust in each other? What is love? Who manifests it and how? For a man it means drinking, for a woman it means giving birth to children. And who can say when and what love is for them? All men love... But does everyone love the same way? What is the difference between a man and a woman? As everyone knows, men feel
everything. And even what they cannot say, they do not need and do not have to. They just need to know exactly how you feel about them, how you feel. Men rarely want someone. They want to be loved, accepted, cared for and cherished. And in any case, every man wants to have a woman that he can protect. Simple human happiness... This is only possible in real life.
How wonderful it is when you have a loved one! Love and family are the main values
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